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1. INTRODUCTION

Solving linear systems of algebraic equations is a major

preoccupation of reactor physicists. All full-core nuclear

reactor calculations solve such equations to establish the

neutron fluxes at various sites in a reactor. Parts of the

neutron transport calculations which precede full-core

calculations also solve linear systems. The last decade of

research in numerical analysis has suggested a new class of

methods, known as multigrid methods, to solve linear systems.

This report is a simple introduction to the ideas behind

iterative techniques for solving linear systems, including a

discussion of multigrid. The context of reactor analysis is used

to make the ideas more specific and concrete.

2. THE PROBLEM

Reactor core calculations solve for the distribution of neutron

fluxes. Unfortunately, the neutron multiplication factor k is

not known precisely during the flux solution. Physicists have

adopted the strategy of solving for the flux distribution as an

inner iteration controlled by solving for the multiplication

factor as an outer iteration. Various combinations of inner and

outer iterations have been tried.

We focus strictly on the inner iteration. This means that we want

to solve the system of linear equations A <p = s, where s is

assumed known although it depends on the outer iteration. We

could attempt to solve the systeit; by direct matrix inversion to

get <p = A"1 S, but in the present calculation for the NRU reactor

(as an example) A is about 65 000 x 65 000 in size, so we would



quickly find that this is not practical. Hence we employ an

iterative approach.

THE EXAMPLE: Throughout the report we illustrate some of the

concepts by a specific example. This example can be solved

better by other means. Indeed, this is part of the

attraction of the example. Specifically, consider the 1-D

equation

dx2

which has the trivial solution of <p - 0 everywhere when s=0.

Using s=0 makes any nonzero value of (p numerically equal to

the error. Start with a guess of 0 = 1. We difference this

equation into N+l meshes where, for convenience and future

reasons, N is a power of two. The difference equation is:

- 0 i _ i + 2 <t>i - <Pi+1 = - h ^ s i f o r i = l , . . . , N - 1 a n d <po=<pH=O.

The matrix A is tridiagonal with values 2 down the diagonal

and values -1 down the main off-diagonals.

3. METHODS OF SOLUTION

The general strategy is to split the matrix A into two matrices M

and N with M relatively easy to invert: A = M - N. Then, with the

initial guess <p ° , a new guess can be generated from

*ll) = M'1 N <p{0) + M"1 S.

This guess can be reused to form an iterative sequence:

<t>M = M"1 N <ft(n-1) + M"1 s.

Let P = M"1 N, which is known as the iteration matrix and plays a

crucial role in discussing iterative processes. Under what

conditions does the iterative sequence converge to the right

answer? By continually substituting in the iterative sequence, we



arrive at an expression for the nth iterate in terms of the

original guess:

"0(n> = P" ^
(0) + ( P""1 + p""2 + ... + P + i ) M"1 s.

Let n — > oo and suppose lim Pn = 0 as n — > <x>. For this to occur,

the iteration matrix P must have all eigenvalues A (real or

complex) of modulus less than unity: | A. | < 1. (More precisely,

the norm of P must be less than one.) Note also that.

Then

pn-l

, (00)

<t>

+ Pn"2 +

= ( I ~

= ( M -

= ( M -

= A 1 s

M 1
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+
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+ 1 =
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which is precisely what is meant by solving the system of linear

equations. So the iterative sequence converges to the right

answer when the eigenvalues of the iteration matrix all have

moduli less than one.

For simplicity of exposition, suppose that the iteration matrix P

has no zero eigenvalue. Also, arrange the order of the indices of

eigenvalues such that | A | a | A | a . . . £ | A | > 0 . How fast does

the iterative sequence converge to the correct result 0(o° ? The

first step in answering this question is to focus attention on

the error vector at each iterate:
(n) ,(n) .(no)C = <p - <t> .

Of course, since <pito) is unknown, e<n> is consequently unknown,

but lim c<n) = 0 as n — > oo for convergence. Next, expand the

initial error vector e(0) as a linear combination of the

eigenvectors of the iteration matrix:



N

e<0) = E a v with P v = A v .
1 1 i i i

i = i

What does the iteration process do to the sequence of error

vectors? To answer this question, we neea _;i iterative equation

for e n , rather than for </> n . We find such an equation by

realizing that if we insert the correct answer <p °° into the

iterative scheme, it will not be disturbed by the iterative

scheme. So

d) — p (p + M s and (p —= P <p + M s.

Subtracting yields

c(n) = F c1"-1'.

Notice also that this equation is independent of the

inhomogeneous source vector s.

EXAMPLE: As an obvious choice of splitting take M = 2 I,

twice the identity and N = matrix with +1 down the main off-

diagonals. The iteration matrix P=M N has +0.5 down the

main off-diagonals. The eigenvalues of P can be found by

noticing that the recurrence relation of successive

characteristic polynomials is, in fact, related to the

generating formula for the Chebyshev polynomials:

p (A) = 2A p (A) - Pn_(A)
n n-1 n-2

The eigenvalues are related to the zeros of the nth order

Chebyshev polynomial T (A) and are:
n

A = cos( k7T/n ), k=l,...,n-l.

The jth component of the kth eigenvector is given by:

v _ sin( jkn/n ), j=0,...,n.

Notice the highly oscillatory nature of many of these

eigenvectors.

As we have the iterative sequence for the error vector, we can



now see what happens to the linear combination:

cn) =P Ja vt = Za{ A VL

and continuing
N

(n) « , n

c = S a A. v .
I i i

1 = 1

Recalling that |A \ < 1 and the ordering we chose for the

eigenvalue indices, we observe that, as the iteration proceeds,

the terms with | A | closest to zero begin to drop out due to the

power n. (Simply put, (1/3)10 = 0.000017 whereas (7/8)10 s 0.25).

Ultimately, the convergence is dominated by |A | , the modulus of

the largest eigenvalue of the iteration matrix. Although it is

not yet obvious why, the eigenvectors with |A | ~ 0 are termed

high-frequency components whereas the eigenvectors with |A | - 1

are termed low-frequency components. Therefore, the iterative

process washes out the high-freguency components first, thereby

leaving lower and lower frequency components in the error.

EXAMPLE: With the number of grid points n = 128, the highest

modulus eigenvalue is COS(7T/128), the lowest modulus

eigenvalue is cos (6371/128) , and a medium modulus eigenvalue

is cos (31/T/128) . After 10 iterations, the highest to medium

to lowest eigenvalues are in the ratio of about

0.99699 : 0.03971 : 7.9 X 10"17.

The high-frequency components are annihilated.

The fun and games begin when we realize that different splitting^

of A = M - N produce different iteration matrices P with

different eigenvalue spectra. If we choose a splitting with the

modulus of the largest eigenvalue |A | smaller than some other

splitting, we will be rewarded by a faster convergence.



Counterbalancing this search is the observation that we must

invert M. If we choose an M difficult to invert, we may not gain

any advantage in computer time. After all, if M = A, N = 0, we

need only do one, costly "iteration", i.e., a direct inversion.

There are several classical splittings. Below is a short list:

Point Jacobi:

M = D, diagonal. N = minus off-diagonals

cf A

Line Jacobi:

M = T, tridiagonal. N = minus off-tridiagonals

of A.

Point Gauss-Seidel:

M = D - L, diagonal minus lower triangular

of A.

N = - U, minus upper triangular of A.

Line Gauss-Seidel:

M = T - L, tridiagonal minus lower

triangular of A.

N = - U, minus upper triangular of A.

Various sophisticated theorems relate the largest eigenvalue |X |

for these methods. The largest eigenvalue | A. | is called the

spectral radius, p(P). Another important consideration is that

the computer storage requirement of iterates differs among these

splittings.

EXAMPLE: A comparison of point Jacobi ard point Gauss-Seidel

for n = 128 is:

Iteration number Jacobi error Gauss-Seidel error

1000 0.91393 0.69535



2000 0.69505 0.38171

3000 0.51553 0.20898

4000 0.38153 0.11441

5000 0.28230 0.06263

6000 0.20888 0.03429

7000 0.15455 0.01877

8000 0.11435 0.01028

9000 0.08461 0.00563

10000 0.06260 0.00308

First, neither scheme works very well. Second, the spectral

radius in Gauss-Seidel is approximately

(0. 00308/0. 00563)1/1000=0.999397 and the spectral radius in
1/1 oon

Jacobi is approximately (0.06260/0.08461) =0.999698.

Notice that pz = p , indicating a hidden relationship
J cs

between the two iteration schemes.

Suppose now we build into the splitting an adjustable parameter u

and proceed to choose u to give the best properties for

convergence of the iteration matrix. We may be able to effect a

significant reduction in the spectral radius of P(u). One

splitting often employed is point over-relaxation on Gauss-

Seidel. Here

M = ( D - u L ) / u and N = ( (j U + (1-u) D ) / (J.

First we must demonstrate that this splitting actually represents

A; otherwise, we will be solving the wrong problem. Consider

M - N = D / U - L - U - (1-ld) D/O = D - L - U = A

in Gauss-Seidel splitting. Next, the choice of w is restricted

because the iteration matrix P(<o) = M"1 (u) N(w) must be a



convergent matrix. (If P(u) is convergent, we have already shown

that the. iteration sequence will converge to the correct answer.)

How do the eigenvalues A (u) of the iteration matrix P(w) depend

on w? In general, this is an exceedingly difficult question to

answer. In certain special cases, there is a remarkable theorem

that relates these eigenvalues to the eigenvalues of the

equivalent Jacobi iteration! Determining whether actual reactor

cores lead to matrices A that satisfy the special conditions is

also difficult.

We can, nevertheless, state descriptively what happens to each

A. (w) as w varies. When w = 1, we recover the Gauss-Seidel

method. The error after the nth iterate is

e(n) = £ <xi A"(CJ=1) vi .
1 =1

Suppose u> is now increased to slightly greater than one. The

spectral radius will decrease slightly, as will all of the other

low-frequency eigenvalues, but the eigenvalue of least modulus

(~0) will increase slightly, as will all of the other high-

frequency eigenvalues. As we continue the process, the moduli of

all of the eigenvalues will become closer and closer to being

equal and, under certain circumstances, actually become equal:

\\\ = I*2I = ••• = \\\

The value of the adjustable parameter w = u is known as the

optimum over-relaxation parameter. At u = u , the nth iterate

of the error vector is

c(n) = ice pIl(u=w ) v = pn c(0)
I =1 ' opt '

and every component of the error vector decreases to zero at the



same rate (i.e., in "multiple tandem", all in step). Also

p(w=(j ) < p(w<u ), so the fastest convergence occurs at
opt opt

u = u (at least for W^CJ ) . Also, when u>u , the components
opt * opt' ' opt' ^

of the error vector are still in "multiple tandem" but

p (u)>u ) > p (w=(j ) , so the decrease in error vector is
opt opt

substantially less rapid.

EXAMPLE: For our example with n = 128, the optimum over-

relaxation parameter is u = 2 / ( l + V ' ( l - pz) ), with

numerical value 1.9525. Below is the extraordinary speedup

from optimum over-relaxation:

Iteration number

40

80

120

160

200

240

280

SOR error

0.70803

0.38327

0.05430

0.01245

0.00186

0.00040

0.00004

The Gauss-Seidel method (CJ=1) and the optimum over-relaxation

method (u=w ) represent two extremes of a single viewpoint. In

the Gauss-Seidel method, the high-frequency components of the

error are quickly damped out, leaving the bulk of the error

associated with the eigenvectors of the iteration matrix of low

frequency. The main advantage of Gauss-Seidel is that, after a

few iterations, far fewer than N eigenvectors significantly

affect the error. The disadvantage of Gauss-Seidel is that the

spectral radius is much larger than optimized over-relaxation,

giving a much slower convergence. In the optimized over-

relaxation method, every component of the error (high or low

frequency) decays away at the same rate. If the original guess
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<j> miraculously contained equal weightings of the N

eigenvectors of the iteration matrix (i.e., a =1/N), then after n

iterates, <p n would still contain equal weightings of the N

eigenvectors, albeit each reduced by pn. Any deviation from

a»=(j in any iterate would create some increase in weighting of
opt

some eigenvector, slowing the rate at whi^ii the iterative

sequence reached <pito). Therefore, optimized over-relaxation has

the fastest asymptotic convergence rate (i.e., lim n—> » rate).

Even the rich cannot afford to iterate to infinity. Practical

considerations suggest that we are more interested in iterating

to such-and-such number of significant digits. We are therefore

more interested in the average convergence rate. By a subtle

selection of a sequence of w = u , different for each iteration

number, we may be able to increase the average convergence rate.

Notice that lim w = w as n — > «; otherwise, the method would
n opt

certainly lose out to optimized over-relaxation for a tight

convergence criterion. One crude idea is to start iterating for

awhile at w=l to decay off the high-frequency components and then

switch to w=u after some appropriate criterion, say when half

the eigenvector components were negligible in the error vector.

This would certainly increase the average convergence rate. As we

do not know the mixture of eigenvectors in our starting guess

<j> and it often changes with case, we cannot devise such a

criterion. Furthermore, wild guesses as to a criterion may

backfire when the loss in asymptotic convergence rate due to a

larger spectral radius (a power function) is not duly compensated

by a decrease in number of eigenvector components in the error

vector (a linear function).

Point over-relaxation has one feature that complicates our search

for the best sequence of over-relaxation parameters {CJ } that
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minimize the number of iterations needed to get to a fixed number

of significant digits of accuracy for any starting guess #<0).

This feature is the fact that iteration matrices P(w) with

different u in point over-relaxation have different eigenvectors.

By contrast, there are simpler accelerated iteration schemes, not

commonly used in reactor analysis, that have the same

eigenvectors for each choice of u. In this special case it is

fairly easy to show that the best sequence of {u } for a given

number of iterations n are related to the zeros of the Chebyshev

polynomials of order n. But, unfortunately, we cannot make such

claims for point over-relaxation.

Another approach to accelerating convergence is to store all (or

some) iterates </>ll) for an iteration scheme and then combine them

in some fashion to extrapolate or predict a better result *<n>

after n iterations of <^<n. This approach takes considerably more

computer storage as we must have access to past <p s vectors. So

i
i =0

Notice that, at the moment, we are still iterating on #(1) and

are only watching $(n) with each iteration n. We are not

recycling $ < n back into the iteration process.

(0) (co)

First of all, if we guess the correct answer <p = <f> and

insert it into the iteration process, we insist that we get the

correct answer back. Therefore

Second, as we are observing $tn>, it is natural to consider a new

error vector
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E
(n) = $ < n ) - <p{m)

= Z* (n) * m - Z^(n) ^
i =0 1=0

n
. „ , . _i . (0)

= ( If,(n) P ) c .
i = 0

Notice that we can do this only because we are not changing the

eigenvectors of the iteration matrix P at each iteration. This

equation is a polynomial equation in P and our objective is to

find a polynomial that makes E n smallest for any c , that is,

for any initial guess. After a substantial piece of mathematics,

the answer is to choose the Chebyshev polynomials of order n for

each iterate n and our objective will be fulfilled. The Chebyshev

polynomials have the simple recurrence

T (x) = 1, T (x) = x, and T + (x) = 2 x T^(x; - T^ (x) .

Of course, we still must store a large number of flux vectors

0<O) ,<Pn), ' ' • i<pln and must do considerable arithmetic to

calculate each <J>(n>. But, because we now know the form of

$ln) = Z v (n) 0 ( U

i =0

as given by Chebyshev polynomials and we have a recurrence

formula for them, a tremendous reduction in arithmetic and

storage can now be made, even when we only know the spectral

radius of P. The result is

. ( n ) r _ » (n - l ) , . , -1 -vn-2) , , . (n -2 )
$ = C J { P $ + M S - $ } + $

n

with u = 1, u = ( 1 - p2 u / 4 )" 1, $(O)=0(O), and

$ m=0 ( 1 ). Several observations are in order. First, it is

unnecessary to form the original iterates 4>(i) as we can proceed

directly to iterating on $ . Second, the sum over all past
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iterates of 0(l) is implicitly built into this expression,

although we only need to store two levels of flux, $ln~*> and

$ n . Third, the over-relaxation parameter varies with

iteration in a prescribed, monotonic way—beginning with w =1 and

limiting to w — > w of P. Fourth, the extra arithmetic is only
opt ""

a couple more additions and multiplications. We expect this

"Chebyshev semi-iterative" method to have the same asymptotic

convergence rate as given by u but a faster average
convergence rate.

EXAMPLE: A Chebyshev acceleration of the Jacobi iteration

method is given below. Notice that it is not as good as

optimum over-relaxation and requires more storage. In any

event, it is far better than standard Jacobi iteration on

which it is based.

Iteration number

40

80

120

160

200

240

280

320

Chebvshev-Jacobi error

0.99999

0.71732

0.37571

0.19558

0.08454

0.03883

0.01611

0.00684

Inventive people have extended and developed many variations and

enhancements of these iterative schemes, often weakening the

assumptions needed for the clean description we have already

given. A few such extensions are: adaptive Chebyshev; conjugate

gradient acceleration; cyclic Chebyshev semi-iterative method;

cyclic conjugate gradient method; Lanczos acceleration.
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We would now ]ike to change direction in the discussion and

consider one relatively new method—the multigrid method.

We begin the road to multigrid by recalling that our ignorance of

the error vector c<n> is just as great as our ignorance of the

correct solution <f> °° . A more computable measure of how well <p

approximates 4> °° is given by the residual: r = s - A <t> n . The

residual is simply the amount by which the approximation fails to

satisfy the original problem. Some simple manipulations relate

the error c and the residual r. From A <p = s and A 0<n)= s~r<n),

then

A c(n) = r(n)

which is known as the residual equation. It says that the error

satisfies the same set of equations as the flux when the source

vector s is replaced by the residual vector r.

One way of improving the approximation comes readily to mind. We

compute approximation <t> n , form the residual, solve the residual

equation for the error vector, and form a new and better

approximation from <p + c. In practice, this approach is a bit

too simplistic, but the idea of residual correction is still

important.

The second idea needed for multigrid is one that we have already

met. It is that some iterative schemes have the property that

high-frequency components are washed out first, thereby leaving

lower and lower frequency components in the error. These are

usually the relaxation schemes that we tried to accelerate,

because they are too slow. The relaxation schemes possessing this

property eliminate the oscillatory modes and leave the smooth

modes. This is called the smoothing property. Can we adapt these

methods so that they are effective on all modes of the error
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vector?

Suppose that a particular relaxation scheme has been applied

until only smooth error components remain. What do these smooth

components look like on a coarser grid? The answer is that many

of the smooth errors on the original finer grid look more

oscillatory on the coarser grid. This observation suggests that

when relaxation begins to stall, signaling the predominance of

smooth error modes, we should change to a coarser grid, on which

those smooth error modes appear more oscillatory and relaxation

will be more effective. But how do we make the change?

One simplistic approach is to use coarse grids to obtain better

initial guesses. We relax A 0 = s on a very coarse grid, change

to a finer grid, relax A <p = s on this finer grid using the

previous result as an initial guess, and so on. This is called

nested iteration.

Another approach is to use the residual equation to relax on the

error. This is known as coarse grid correction. Having relaxed on

the fine grid until the convergence stalls, we relax on the

residual equation on a coarse grid to obtain an approximation to

the error itself. We then return to the fine grid to correct the

approximation first obtained there.

With all of this swapping between results on coarse and fine

grids, we need to be more specific about the details. To move

from a fine grid to a coarse grid is easy enough, especially if

we have judiciously chosen the number of grids to be a power of

two. One simple way is to copy the value at every other fine grid

point into the starting vector of the coarse grid. This is

certainly a sensible method of restriction. To go from a coarse

grid to a fine grid is a little less obvious. We expect no unique

method of prolongation since information is necessarily missing
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and may depend on the problem under examination. Despite these

reservations, a simple linear interpolation between the values on

the coarse grid to produce estimates of the values on a fine grid

is found to work well. Linear interpolation has the added

advantage that the resulting values on the fine grid satisfy

automatically the second-order finite difference operator. The

last question is: How is the new matrix A defined on the coarse

grid? A simple answer is to use the same differencing scheme as

is used in the original, finest grid.

Various other combinations of restriction, prolongation, and

differencing formulations are possible. Much of the research in

multigrid methods deals with the study of the best selection for

a specific problem from these combinations.

In summary, the multigrid method proceeds as follows: The

original problem is relaxed for a few iterations on the finest

grid (a power of two in number) using an iterative scheme (such

as point Gauss-Seidel) that decays the high-frequency modes in

the error vector and smooths the error vector in space. When the

iteration begins to stall because of the relatively large

spectral radius of the primitive iteration scheme, the residual

is formed on a coarser mesh (half the number of grids) by

restriction. A coarse grid correction on the error vector is done

by relaxing on the error vector by the same primitive iterative

scheme, decaying the high-frequency components in the error of

the error vector and smoothing the error of the error vector in

space. When the iteration begins to stall, repeat the process of

restriction and coarse grid correction on the next recursive

error vector. Eventually the grid becomes so coarse that the

difference scheme can be solved analytically without iteration.

Then, starting from this very coarse solution for one of the

recursive error vectors, prolong from the coarse to the fine grid

at the next level, all the while correcting the vector on the
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fine grid by the error on the coarse grid. This correction will

be quite good because we have used an iteration scheme which

specifically smooths the error vector and it is easy and accurate

to interpolate smooth functions. When we reach the solution

vector for the original problem on the finest grid, a few final

iterations will polish off the solution.

This entire process is called the multigrid V-cycle because of

the shape of the recursive descent and then ascent of the

solution strategy. If sufficient accuracy on the desired solution

is not yet achieved, repeat the process. The number of iterations

at &c.r.h grid level provides a convenient set of parameters to

play with to improve the result. Furthermore, the V-cycle can be

short-circuited and reinstated in a plethora of descending and

ascending sequences of smaller V-cycles. The flexibility and

possibilities are endless, each promising an improvement in

convergence rate. When the multigrid method is applied to many

problems, the solution can be found orders of magnitude faster

than the more conventional iterative schemes.

EXAMPLE: For our model problem with 128 grid points, a

simple V-cycle with constant number of smoothing iterations

per level was used. The primitive smoothing iteration scheme

is Gauss-Seidel. As each V-cycle uses a little more than

twice the calculation of an optimized over-relaxation

iterate, we double the number of iterates in the comparison

and add a few unnecessary polishing iterations at the end to

account for increased incidental overhead. The convergence

criterion fixed all error components at better than one part

in two million. For standard Gauss-Seidel (no acceleration),

the iteration took 24 485 steps to achieve accuracy of one

part in two million. For over-relaxation with optimum

acceleration parameter, the iteration took a mere 373 steps

to converge. With a multigrid V-cycle of 5 smoothing
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iterations per level and 6 repetitions, convergence was

achieved in 65 (equivalent) iterates. Considering there is

still much flexibility in the choices in the multigrid

model, multigrid is at least 6 times faster than optimum

over-relaxation for this case. But this is not the end of

the story. If we double the number of mesh points to 256,

the optimum over-relaxation requires 728 steps to converge,

but the multigrid method needs only 7 0 (equivalent)

iterations. With finer and finer mesh subdivisions,

convergence by over-relaxation methods goes up

geometrically, but multigrid goes up (at most) linearly.

I think the reader can see why multigrid works. And with the

great flexibilty built into the choice of smoothing iteration

method, into the combinations of V-cycles and subcycles, into the

method of restriction and prolongation, and into the number of

iterations at each level, a successful solution strategy can be

expected for many diverse problems in matrix iteration. The

multigrid method is truly a breakthrough in iterative equation

solvers. It results from a startling confluence of seemingly

disparate techniques. So you want to improve convergence rates?

Go to a method known to be slow. Why? Because this slow method

smooths the error vector by decaying the high-frequency

components. Why does it decay these components? For the. same

reason that makes it slow, namely, it doesn't work on all error

components. What good is smoothing the error vector? When you

project the error vector onto a coarser grid, it appears more

oscillatory. Now the error vector can be improved because the

oscillatory components can be removed by the same "slow"

iterative scheme. Why stop there? A recursive approach begs to be

used. Yes, I think the reader does see why multigrid works. I

also think the reader will have plenty of ideas as to where he or

she could put multigrid to good use.
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